Click on the following link: http://orbcon.transfusionontario.org/platelets/index.php/auth/login or cut and paste into Web browser

**Login Page**

[Image of the ORBCoN Platelet Inventory Exchange Web Application]

- **Login**: Enter your Email address and Password and Click login.
- **Display Inventory available for exchange**
- **View all available inventory for exchange**
- **Enter new platelet inventory available for exchange**
- **Update platelet inventory**
- **Displays Inventory available for exchange**
Manage My Inventory

Start Anew

Enter Expiring platelets available for exchange.

Click Next button to continue

Click Cancel button to cancel

Enter platelet unit attributes.
Update Inventory

Update platelet inventory attributes or platelet status if required

Looking for Inventory

View All

Display all platelet inventory (with attributes) available for exchange with the approximate distance from your institution.

An R beside Blood Type represents “Reserved by another hospital”